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Abstract: Teleoperation of bimanual robots is being used to carry out complex tasks such as surgeries
in medicine. Despite the technological advances, current interfaces are not natural to the users, who
spend long periods of time in learning how to use these interfaces. In order to mitigate this issue,
this work proposes a novel augmented reality-based interface for teleoperating bimanual robots.
The proposed interface is more natural to the user and reduces the interface learning process. A
full description of the proposed interface is detailed in the paper, whereas its effectiveness is shown
experimentally using two industrial robot manipulators. Moreover, the drawbacks and limitations of
the classic teleoperation interface using joysticks are analyzed in order to highlight the benefits of the
proposed augmented reality-based interface approach.

Keywords: robot system; augmented reality; robot teleoperation

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

There is currently a proliferation of applications based on robotic systems that require
interaction or cooperation with users [1–3]. This is due, on the one hand, to the fact that the
complete automation of such applications is not yet well resolved due to their complexity,
need for adaptability to changes, decision making, etc., and, on the other hand, to the
benefits of human and robot cooperation for certain applications [4].

While many approaches can be found in the literature proposing solutions for complex
applications, where human and robot have to cooperate, many of these solutions do not
take into account that human–robot interaction has to be natural and intuitive for the
human [5–8]. Otherwise, the benefits that such cooperation may bring a priori will be
negatively affected, and the cooperative solution adopted may be rejected.

Based on the complexity presented by the interaction of users with the so-called
bimanual robotic systems, this work develops a novel methodology for the design of
interfaces based on augmented reality so that this interaction is natural and intuitive for
the user.

1.2. Previous Research
1.2.1. Bimanual Robotics

Dual-arm robotic systems are being used in a wide range of domestic, industrial, and
healthcare tasks. The main reason for this is their flexibility and manipulability. In addition,
they have a behavior quite similar to that of the human, which makes it possible for humans
to relate to their movements more intuitively [9–11].

More specifically, bimanual robotics consists of the coordination of two robotic arms
that interact physically in order to achieve a common goal [9]. Many applications of bi-
manual robotics can be found in the literature—for instance, the handling of deformable
objects [12–14], objects with unknown shape [15,16], or objects whose geometry requires
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two grasping points [17–19]; the emulation of human bimanual tasks [20–22]; assistive
robotics [23,24]; assembly operations [25–27]; surgery tasks [28]; and simultaneous manip-
ulation and cutting [29], manipulation and fastening [10], or manipulation and surface
treatment [30,31], which is the case considered in this paper.

The vast majority of contributions in bimanual robotics present fully automated
tasks based, for instance, on artificial intelligence techniques [21,23], motion planing tech-
niques [14,15,26,32,33], or other low-level control approaches [19,24,25,27,28].

However, the presence of the human interacting with the bimanual robotic system
is very interesting due to the possibility of exploiting the human’s natural knowledge of
bimanual configurations and motions in order to improve the task performance [31,34,35].
For this reason, human–robot interaction (HRI), which is the main focus in this work, is
nowadays a trending research topic in bimanual robotics.

Some interesting approaches can be found related to HRI in bimanual robotics. For in-
stance, the authors in [34] proposed to improve the transportation of a large workpiece,
typically performed by two users, by using a bimanual robot attached to a mobile plat-
form. In this approach, the mobile platform moved through a pre-defined trajectory, while
the user was able to arbitrarily adapt this trajectory by means of an impedance control.
The authors in [35] proposed a multi-layered prioritized shared controller to maintain the
robot hands’ orientation and contact with the manipulated surface, while the user was
able to teleoperate the bimanual robot hands on a plane. The authors in [31] presented a
similar approach based on the task priority and sliding mode control techniques to perform
surface treatment tasks using a bimanual robotic system. In this case, the user was able to
teleoperate all six Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of one robotic arm that held the workpiece,
whose movement was limited in the 3D workspace, and to teleoperate two DoF of the other
robotic arm, which held the surface treatment, maintaining the appropriate tool orientation
and pressure. Due to the relevance of this application for this work, more details can be
found in Section 2.

1.2.2. Assisted Robot Teleoperation

The remote control or teleoperation of robots by users has been studied for many
years [36] and still represents a relevant research field in robotics. Robot teleoperation is
required for a wide variety of reasons: when the working environment is dangerous to
humans (e.g., in space [37], radioactive zones [29,38], aerial zones [18,39], or underwater
areas [35,40]); when performing rescue operations [41], and when precision surgeries need
to be performed [42–45], among others.

Nowadays, there are sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI) techniques that allow
the automation of complex tasks that not so long ago had to be performed by means of
human teleoperation. However, despite current advances in AI, there are still many tasks
that cannot be fully automated due to their complexity or subjectivity. However, these
tasks can be partially automated, allowing the cooperation between human and robot,
introducing shared-control architectures [46]. Hence, many recent contributions have
focused on human–robot interaction and, more specifically, on advanced robot teleopera-
tion [16,30,31,47–51], which is also the case of this paper.

Telepresence [36] allows the user to perform the robot teleoperation task by means of
an interface, achieving a result less dependent on their skills. Telepresence is currently a
trending research topic thanks to the introduction of new technologies, such as augmented
and virtual reality [51], visual interfaces [42], haptic devices [52], or a combination of
them [16,30,43], to perform direct control teleoperation. For instance, the authors in [53]
proposed a low-cost telerobotic system based on virtual reality technology and the ho-
munculus model of mind. In this case, the user was able to move both robotic arms
according to the dynamic mapping between the user and the robot developed. In addition,
the user was able to see the real workspace in the virtual environment using feedback
from a camera. Similarly, the authors in [54] proposed a virtual reality interface based on
the three-dimensional coordinates of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and hand captured by a
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Kinect camera to model the geometry of the human arms and perform the mapping with
the robot arms. As in [53], the user receives visual feedback from a camera placed on the
robot. In both cases, robot manipulation tasks were performed. However, for more complex
tasks (e.g., surface treatment tasks), interfaces developed with virtual reality techniques can
increase the time of completion of the task and worsen the quality of the surface finishing,
compared to that obtained by the human operator using direct teleoperation. This is due
to two facts: on the one hand, when using virtual reality, it is difficult to incorporate all
the necessary information of the task in the virtual world and in real time, and, on the
other hand, the user already has a real notion of the robotic system and, hence, is able to
guide it naturally and intuitively using direct teleoperation. For this reason, in order to
obtain the best of both worlds (i.e., direct teleoperation and teleoperation based on virtual
reality), the present work proposes to use interfaces based on augmented reality to provide
a solution to a greater number of industrial tasks carried out with bimanual robots.

Other approaches try to ease the teleoperation of bimanual robotic systems, such
as in [48], where the authors developed a bimanual robot application in which a robot
arm is teleoperated to grasp the workpiece, whilst the other robotic arm is automatically
controlled using visual servoing in order to keep the workpiece visible for the camera.

Since the performance of robot teleoperation may rely on the user’s skills, some ap-
proaches are focused on incorporating restrictions that prevent the user from commanding
the robot into failure situations. For example, the authors in [44] incorporate Virtual Fix-
tures (i.e, virtual barriers) so that the references provided by the user are automatically
adapted to the allowed region. The authors in [38,52] proposed the use of haptic devices in
order to prevent the user from commanding references beyond the allowed region.

Despite all the above, robot teleoperation by means of interfaces and virtual barriers
is still a subject of study due to the drawbacks it presents, mainly due to direct control
performed by the user [47]. In this sense, this work presents a new methodology based
on augmented reality devices to improve the current assisted teleoperation interfaces for
bimanual robotics.

1.2.3. Augmented Reality-Based Interfaces

Human–machine interfaces are devices that allow the interaction between a human
and a machine [55,56]. If the interface is placed inside the brain or body of the human, it is
known as an invasive or implanted interface [57]. On the contrary, if the interface is external
to the human body, it is known as a non-invasive or wearable interface [58–60]. This work
is focused on non-invasive interfaces and on how to develop this kind of interface for
complex robotic applications.

Technological advances in the creation of holograms have nowadays made it possible
to have devices and software tools that allow augmented reality (AR) applications in indus-
trial sectors [61–64]. In short, augmented reality projects holograms into physical space,
allowing for a more intuitive and natural interaction between human and machine [65].

Some previous works used AR interfaces to improve robot teleoperation for industrial
tasks. For example, the authors in [66] proposed a new AR interface to control a robot
manipulator in order to facilitate the interaction between the user and the robot. The authors
in [66] proposed a mixed reality system in order to move the end-effector of the robot
system. The authors in [67] proposed a mixed reality system to allow the user to visualize
the intended teleoperation command prior to the real robot motion. A similar approach
was developed in [68], where a mixed reality head-mounted display enabled the user to
create and edit robot motions using waypoints. The authors in [69] proposed a multimodal
AR interface coined as Sixth Sense that allowed the user to interact with information that
was projected onto physical objects through hand gestures, arm movements, and, in some
cases, blinking. The authors in [70] proposed a method for using hand gestures and speech
inputs for AR multimodal interaction with industrial manipulators.

Note that most of the AR approaches mentioned above developed solutions for robot–
object manipulation tasks. Thus, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work
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that proposes a new AR interface for industrial, complex tasks, such as surface treatment
tasks, involving a bimanual robot system.

In addition, the interaction with the robotic system needs to be natural and intuitive,
not only from the point of view of the visual feedback produced by the AR but also from
the point of view of the means of sending the robot commands. All AR headsets have
interaction elements based on hand tracking. As demonstrated in [5–8], such prolonged
interaction over time can be annoying and not ergonomic enough. This is why, similarly
to [8], this work proposes the use of gamepads, which are devices ergonomically designed
to be used for long periods of time.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work proposing an AR interface
together with a gamepad for bimanual robot teleoperation.

1.3. Proposed Approach

This paper develops an original augmented reality-based interface for teleoperating
bimanual robots. The proposed interface is more natural to the user, which reduces the
interface learning process. A full description of the proposed interface is detailed in
the paper, whereas its effectiveness is shown experimentally using two industrial robot
manipulators. Moreover, the drawbacks and limitations of the classic teleoperation interface
using joysticks are analyzed in order to illustrate the benefits of the proposed augmented
reality-based interface approach.

The content of the article is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the
advanced bimanual robot teleoperation application considered in this work. Then, Section 3
provides a methodology to develop AR interfaces for bimanual robot teleoperation tasks
and, subsequently, develops the specific AR-based interface proposed for the application at
hand. Moreover, the interface functionalities are illustrated through several experiments.
Furthermore, Section 4 shows the performance and effectiveness of the proposed AR-based
interface by means of real experimentation. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Previous Work

Without loss of generality, this work uses the robotic application developed by the
authors in [31] to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed AR-based interface with respect
to conventional PC-based interfaces. It consists in a surface treatment application carried
out through the cooperation of a bimanual robotic system and a user, who is able to partially
command both robots at distance, i.e., by means of robot teleoperation. Moreover, both
robots are partially automatically controlled to fulfill some 2D and 3D constraints, as well
as to keep constant the force exerted to the workpiece by the tool and the orientation of the
tool at any time during the task.

Next, a description of this application, as well as the problems of using conventional
PC-based interfaces, is detailed.

2.1. Description of the Advanced Bimanual Robot Teleoperation Application

The advanced bimanual robot teleoperation is based on the task-priority strategy [71,72]
and conventional and non-conventional Sliding Mode Controllers (SMCs) [73,74]. As com-
mented before, the goal of this bimanual robotic application is to perform a human–robot
cooperative control loop so that the user operator partially teleoperates two robotic arms
to perform a surface treatment operation, whilst the robots automatically ensure the ap-
propriate tool force and orientation; see Figure 1. Thus, the so-called workpiece robot (WR),
which consists of a 7R collaborative robot with a workpiece of flat methacrylate fixed
to the end-effector using a self-made piece (see Figure 1a), is in charge of holding the
workpiece. Meanwhile, the so-called surface treatment robot (STR), which consists of a 6R
robotic arm with a Force/Torque (F/T) sensor and a cylinder-shaped tool with a piece
of cloth (see Figure 1a), operates with the surface treatment tool on the workpiece. Thus,
the user controls the workpiece position and orientation and, simultaneously, controls the
2D tool motion on the workpiece surface using an interface, which consists of a gamepad
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to command the robots and a visual feedback screen to show the user the robots and the
user reference states; see Figure 1a.

Gamepad

F/T sensor
+

tool

Workpiece
Robot

Surface Treatment
Robot

Flat
workpiece

User interface

(a)

WRLOW-LEVEL
CONTROLLER

STRLOW-LEVEL
CONTROLLER

TELEOPERATOR

FORCE
SENSOR

+
LOW-PASS
FILTER

STRHIGH-LEVEL
CONTROLLER

WRHIGH-LEVEL
CONTROLLER

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

q̈scq̈wc

qwc qsc

{qw, q̇w,pw}

{qw, q̇w,pw}

pw,ref

pw,ref

F

F

{qs, q̇s,ps}

{qs, q̇s,ps}

ps,ref

ps,ref

(b)

Figure 1. Bimanual application setup and block diagram (for further details, refer to [31]). (a) Previous
setup used for the real experimentation. (b) Block control diagram for both robots (WR and STR).

Figure 1b shows the block control diagram for both robots, where subscript s stands
for the STR; subscript w stands for the WR; subscript ref stands for the user reference;
subscript c stands for the commanded control action; p =

[
x y z α β γ

]T is the

robot pose, i.e., the linear positions {x, y, z} plus orientation angles {α, β, γ}; ps =
[
x y

]T

is the 2D position of the STR tool on the workpiece surface, i.e., the linear positions {x, y}
relative to this surface; q =

[
q1 · · · qn

]T is the robot configuration, with n the number
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of robot joints; and F is the vector containing the measured forces and torques. Thus,
using the gamepad joysticks, the user is able to send the reference to the WR pose pw and,
simultaneously, the reference to the 2D position ps of the STR tool on the workpiece surface.
Thus, the high-level controllers of both robots compute the corresponding joint commands
qc from the user references, the state {q, q̇, p} of both robots, and the force sensor data F.
These joint commands are then sent to the low-level controllers of both robots, as shown in
Figure 1b, in order to complete the teleoperation task. See [31] for further details on the
high-level controllers of both robots and the related signals.

In addition, some constraints are considered for both robots in order to increase
the safety of the task: (1) the WR is automatically controlled to maintain the workpiece
center inside the allowed region that is modeled as a superellipsoid, which is similar to a
rectangular prism with smooth corners; (2) the STR is automatically controlled to keep the
center of the treatment tool within the allowed region on the workpiece, which is modeled
as a superellipse, i.e., a rectangle with smooth edges.

2.2. Description of the Controllers

The control architecture developed in [31] for each robotic manipulator of the applica-
tion is as follows.

The control of the WR is given by 4 prioritized tasks:

(W1) The highest-priority task is used to keep the workpiece center inside the aforemen-
tioned superellipsoid and is accomplished using non-conventional SMC.

(W2) The medium–high-priority task is used to keep the angular position of the workpiece
within a certain range and is accomplished using non-conventional SMC.

(W3) The medium–low-priority task is used to allow the user to command the WR and is
accomplished using a hybrid SMC.

(W4) The lowest-priority task is utilized to “push” the WR configuration towards a home
(only applies for a redundant WR).

The control of the STR is given by 3 prioritized tasks:

(S1) The highest-priority task is used to keep the center of the treatment tool within the
aforementioned modified superellipse and is accomplished using non-conventional SMC.

(S2) The medium-priority task is used to exert the appropriate pressure with the tool on
the workpiece, as well as to maintain the orientation of the tool perpendicular to the
surface of the workpiece. It is accomplished using conventional SMC.

(S3) The lowest-priority task is used to allow the user to command the STR and is accom-
plished using a hybrid SMC.

2.3. Description of the Conventional PC-Based Interface

The authors in [31] proposed a conventional PC-based interface, which shows a 3D
interface on a screen, that is composed of the following visual elements (see Figure 2):

- STR reference consisting of a yellow sphere. The position of this element is controlled
by the user using the gamepad input.

- STR current tool position consisting of a red sphere.
- STR boundary and WR workpiece orientation consisting of several blue spheres

positioned along the curved define by the modified superellipse. When the tool
collides with the boundary, the color of these spheres changes from blue to green.

- WR reference consisting of a cyan sphere. The position of this element is controlled by
the user using the gamepad input.

- WR current workpiece position consisting of a pink sphere.

Note that the user commands both robots by means of the gamepad.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Conventional PC-based user interface: visual references and effects. (a) Video: 0 m 20 s.
(b) Video: 0 m 23 s.

Figure 3 shows several frames for the performance of the described application,
focusing on the interface; see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=15ffabe0-a733
-11eb-a0b0-2fbcb59aaef7 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [75].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3. Frames of the video showing the functionalities of the conventional user interface. See
the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=15ffabe0-a733-11eb-a0b0-2fbcb59aaef7 (accessed on
26 April 2022) [75]. (a) Video: 0 m 20 s. (b) Video: 1 m 00 s. (c) Video: 1 m 24 s. (d) Video: 1 m 33 s.
(e) Video: 1 m 43 s.

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=15ffabe0-a733-11eb-a0b0-2fbcb59aaef7
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=15ffabe0-a733-11eb-a0b0-2fbcb59aaef7
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=15ffabe0-a733-11eb-a0b0-2fbcb59aaef7
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2.4. Discussion of Human–Robot Interaction Using Conventional Interfaces

The conventional PC-based user interface presents several problems that directly affect
the task performance. Next, the three most relevant problems, which were identified from
questions asked to several users that tested the application described above, are discussed.

The first significant problem reported by the users is that their interaction with the
virtual environment was not natural. In particular, the robotic system is teleoperated in the
3D space and, hence, it requires changing the screen view to properly track the task. To do
this, the user has to stop the robot teleoperation and accommodate the interface, affecting
the total amount of time needed to complete the task.

The second significant problem reported by the users is that it was difficult for them
to see the real system at any time. In this sense, Figure 3e shows the user looking at the
real system instead of the interface while performing the task. The reason given by several
users, who exhibited the same behavior, was that they needed to see what the real system
was doing because they did not know if the task was being done correctly or not. This
means that this type of interface does not properly help the user to conduct the real task.

The third significant problem reported by several users is that it was difficult for them
to move the references in the virtual 3D space, wasting a lot of time before resuming the
robotic task.

All these issues and problems show the difficulties of using conventional interfaces
and make evident the need to develop new interfaces allowing a more intuitive user
interaction, especially when working with complex systems such as the bimanual robotic
system considered in this work.

3. Proposed Augmented Reality-Based User Interface

In order to overcome the aforementioned problems of the conventional PC-based
interface, this work proposes the use of AR technology to improve the user ergonomics and
task performance. In particular, the conventional PC-based interface used in the previous
setup (see Figure 1a) is replaced by an AR headset in the new setup—see Figure 4—allowing
the user to see the relevant information in the form of holograms while still seeing at all
times the real elements involved in the task: robots, workpiece, tool, etc. Note that the
remaining elements of the new setup (see Figure 4) are the same as in the previous setup
(see Figure 1a): an STR with an F/T sensor and a cylinder-shaped tool with a piece of cloth;
a WR with a flat workpiece of methacrylate attached to the end-effector using a self-made
piece; and a gamepad to command both robots.

AR headset

Gamepad

F/T sensor
+

tool

Workpiece
Robot

Surface Treatment
Robot

Flat
workpiece

Figure 4. New setup used for the real experimentation.
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Figure 5 shows the methodology considered in this work to develop and validate the
proposed AR-based interface. Although this methodology is used below to design the
AR interface for the specific bimanual robot teleoperation task at hand, it is generic and,
in general, it can be applied to design AR interfaces for other types of applications.

AUGMENTED REALITY-BASED INTERFACE FOR

BIMANUAL ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

GATHER INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
D
E
S
IG

N MOCKUP DESIGN

VALIDATION

D
E
V
E
L
O
P
M
E
N
T AUGMENTED REALITY DEVICES: STUDY OF THE MARKET

& CHOICE OF THE BEST OPTION FOR THE APPLICATION

SDK AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS SELECTION

IM
P
L
E
M
E
N
T
A
T
IO

N

A
N
D

V
A
L
ID

A
T
IO

N PROGRAMING AND INTEGRATION

TEST FUNCTIONALITY (ALPHA VERSION)

BETA VERSION

EVALUATION FINAL VERSION

Figure 5. Flowchart of the methodology proposed in this work for designing the AR-based interface.

Firstly, the requirements of the applications were established based on the opinions of
several users who previously tested the conventional PC-based interface. These require-
ments are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Application requirements.

The user should have the option to see the full boundaries when required
The part of the boundary activated should be indicated (e.g., visually, sound, etc.)
STR tool reference direction should be indicated
WR rotation reference direction should be indicated
The new interface should use a similar interaction device to that of the previous PC-based
interface (i.e., gamepad, joystick, or similar)
Alarm sounds should be used to indicate boundary activation
The user should have the option to remove all holograms
Holograms should not disturb the user visibility during the task
The user should have the option to configure, activate, and deactivate the alarm sounds

A mockup design was developed taking into account this information. The designed
AR-based interface has, from a functionality perspective, two kinds of virtual objects: firstly,
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those representing the STR and WR reference indicators; and, secondly, those corresponding
to the boundaries information. In order to develop both kinds of virtual objects, several
tools and strategies related to the mockup design were used. These preliminary designs
were validated by some users before their implementation.

Once the preliminary design was finished, the following step was to study the best
option of AR headset to be used for the application at hand. Several considerations were
taken into account, especially the following: first, the capability of the device to be used in
industrial environments; second, the stability of the holograms, which is important when
working in this kind of application; third, the computational power of the device; fourth,
the sound capabilities; and fifth, the communication capability (i.e., Bluetooth and WiFi).
Note that most AR headsets in the market accomplish the aforementioned requirements.
However, among all of them, Microsoft HoloLens glasses [76] were chosen because the
second generation of this device offers several services that could be added to the final
version of the interface according to the company needs [77].

Once the AR headset was selected, the interface was developed. Using a PC work-
station, the proposed virtual objects were created and assembled in a virtual space using
Blender 2.7 [78] and Unity [79], respectively. This was an iterative design process, where the
main characteristics of the virtual objects (e.g., size, color, shape, etc.) and their interactions
were verified and modified, connecting the workstation with the AR headset in a remote
mode from the Unity editor (note that the perception of the holograms is different when
showing them in a PC screen compared to when projecting them in the real world through
the AR headset), until the result was satisfactory.

Figure 6 shows the holograms designed for the robot references. In the case of the WR,
the user can command the robot through the 3D workspace and modify the end-effector
orientation. For this reason, two different holograms were designed. The translation
reference hologram was modeled by a 3D orange cube; see Figure 6a. This hologram
appears when the user teleoperates the WR translation reference. To reduce the number of
holograms present at any moment, this hologram disappears 3 s after the user has stopped
moving the WR translation reference. The orientation reference hologram was modeled
by an animated arrowed yellow circle; see Figure 6b. This hologram appears when the
user teleoperates the WR rotation reference, and disappears 3 s after the user has stopped
moving the WR rotation reference. It should be noted that, in both cases, the movement
of the references is relative to the position of the user, i.e., the AR headset, making their
use more intuitive and natural. The STR translation reference was modeled by a yellow
arrow attached to a green sphere; see Figure 6b. Note that this hologram is constrained to
the plane of the workpiece surface, allowing a 2D movement. This hologram disappears
3 s after the user has stopped moving the STR translation reference.

Figure 7 shows the holograms designed for the 2D and 3D boundaries.
The 3D boundary is modeled by a superellipsoid—see Figure 7a—which is defined as:

∣∣∣ x
W

∣∣∣
m
+

∣∣∣ y
H

∣∣∣
m
+

∣∣∣ z
M

∣∣∣
m
= 1, (1)

where {W, H, M} are the superellipsoid axes and m represents the smoothing parameter
of the superellipsoid, i.e., it is equivalent to an ellipsoid for m = 2, whereas it tends to a
cuboid as m tends to infinity. For the bimanual robot application at hand, it has been chosen
m = 4.

The 2D boundary is modeled by a modified superellipse—see Figure 7c—which is
defined as:

∣∣∣ x
W

∣∣∣
m
+

(
max(|y| − (H −W), 0)

W

)m
= 1, (2)

where it is implicitly assumed that the value of axis H is greater than that of axis W (the
expression is easily modified for the analogous case H < W). This equation represents a
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rectangle with smooth corners, with 2H for its long side and 2W for its short side, by joining
a 2W × 2(H −W) rectangle to two offset halves of an even-sided 2W × 2W superellipse.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6. Proposed holograms for the robot references. (a) WR: translation reference hologram.
(b) WR: rotation reference hologram. (c) STR: translation reference hologram.

Note that if the proposed boundary holograms were permanently shown, they could
occlude some real elements from the user’s view, affecting the task performance. For this
reason, a new material shader [80] was designed; see Figure 8. This shader computes the
minimum distance between the robot end-effector and the 3D boundary, for the case of
the WR, or the closest point of the robot tool to the 2D boundary, for the case of the STR.
Thus, the shader only displays the affected part of the boundary hologram. That is, as the
WR end-effector and/or the STR tool approach to the 3D and 2D boundaries, respectively,
the part of the boundary hologram affected is progressively displayed; see Figure 7b,d.

In addition to this, and according to the user requirements, two warning sounds
were included in the interface: the first one to indicate that the STR tool is close to the
2D boundary; and the second one to indicate that the WR end-effector is close to the 3D
boundary. Moreover, the user is able to deactivate this warning sound at any time.

Once the main holograms and sound elements were implemented, some commu-
nication protocols were used and programmed. Bluetooth communication between the
Microsoft HoloLens glasses and the gamepad was established to allow the user to provide
commands to the interface. Moreover, in order to avoid non-desired interactions with the
interface, voice and gesture commands were deactivated by default. In addition, the AR
interface and the robot controller communicate via WiFi with Protocol TCP/UDP at 10 Hz.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Proposed holograms for the robot 3D and 2D boundaries. (a) 3D boundary hologram (full).
(b) 3D boundary hologram (local). (c) 2D boundary hologram (full). (d) 2D boundary hologram (local).

Figure 8. Material shader designed for controlling the visibility of the 3D and 2D boundaries
depending on the proximity of the WR end-effector and STR tool, respectively.

4. Results

This section presents four experiments to show the main functionalities of the de-
veloped AR-based interface; the performance of the 2D boundary and the STR reference
hologram; the performance of the 3D boundary and the WR reference hologram; and the
performance of the overall system when the user commands simultaneously both robots
using the proposed AR-based interface.
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Figure 9 depicts several frames of the first experiment, which shows the main func-
tionalities of the AR interface implemented in the Microsoft HoloLens glasses; see the video
at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=a64014f0-8a5a-11ec-ac0a-b3aa330d3dad (accessed
on 26 April 2022) [81]. Figure 9a shows the full 3D boundary hologram, whilst Figure 9b
shows the full 2D boundary hologram. Note that both holograms are hidden by default.
Figure 9c shows the WR end-effector translation reference hologram, whilst Figure 9e,f
show the WR end-effector rotation reference hologram. Note that, in the case of the rotation,
the animated arrows indicate the direction of the commanded angle while the yellow circle
indicates the rotation in the roll, pitch, and yaw angles, or a combination of them. Figure 9d
shows the STR reference hologram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9. First experiment: frames of the video showing the functionalities of the proposed AR-based
interface. See the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=a64014f0-8a5a-11ec-ac0a-b3aa330d3dad
(accessed on 26 April 2022) [81]. (a) Video: 0 m 20 s. (b) Video: 0 m 23 s. (c) Video: 0 m 30 s. (d) Video:
0 m 36 s. (e) Video: 0 m 43 s. (f) Video: 0 m 57 s.

Figure 10 depicts several frames of the second experiment, which shows the performance
of the 2D boundary and the STR reference hologram; see the video at https://media.upv.
es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [82].
Figure 10a shows how the user is commanding the STR tool towards one side of the
workpiece and, when the tool approaches the 2D boundary, the boundary region closest to
the STR tool is shown in red and the warning sound is activated; see Figure 10b,c. Note that,
when the user reference exceeds the 2D boundary, the tool is automatically kept within
the allowed region. More details about this aspect can be further analyzed in Figure 11,
which shows the allowed region on the workpiece surface, the trajectory followed by
the user reference, and the trajectory followed by the STR tool. Figure 10d shows how

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=a64014f0-8a5a-11ec-ac0a-b3aa330d3dad
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=a64014f0-8a5a-11ec-ac0a-b3aa330d3dad
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
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the 2D boundary hologram automatically disappears when the STR tool is far from the
2D boundary.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Second experiment: frames of the video showing the performance of the 2D boundary
and the STR reference hologram. See the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-
11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [82]. (a) Video: 0 m 31 s. (b) Video: 0 m 41 s.
(c) Video: 1 m 5 s. (d) Video: 1 m 46 s.

Figure 11. The 2D trajectory performance for the second experiment, showing the 2D boundary
and the STR reference hologram (see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-
11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [82]): 2D allowed workpiece region in green;
trajectory followed by the user reference in thin red line; and trajectory followed by the STR tool in
thick blue line.

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=9504e6f0-8a61-11ec-b7c7-7d27dda7c5d5
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Figure 12 shows the position followed by the STR tool on the workpiece surface,
which is due to the STR teleoperation, together with the reference values provided by
the user. In particular, it can be appreciated that the trajectory described by the STR tool
corresponds closely to the user reference values, except obviously when the 2D boundary
constraint is active; see the bottom graph in Figure 12. In fact, the maximum deviation of the
actual STR position values compared to the user reference values, when the 2D boundary
constraint was not active, was around 3.2 cm, with a standard deviation of around 0.8 cm;
see Table 2. Note that these teleoperation error values include all the potential sources
of error: communication delays, high-level and low-level robot control, the accuracy of
the workpiece location, teleoperation system, etc. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the accuracy of the proposed AR-based teleoperation of the STR is sufficient for the task
at hand.
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Figure 12. Performance of the STR position teleoperation for the second experiment. First two graphs:
user position references in thin red line, actual position values of the STR tool on the workpiece
surface (coordinates relative to the surface) in thick blue line, and position limits given by the 2D
boundary constraint in dashed lines. Bottom graph: activation of the 2D boundary constraint for the
position of the STR tool on the workpiece surface.

Table 2. Teleoperation errors for the 2D position ps of the STR tool on the workpiece surface.

Position (cm)
x y

Maximum deviation 1.8 3.2

Standard deviation 0.5 0.8

Figure 13 shows several frames of the third experiment, which shows the performance
of the 3D boundary and the WR reference hologram; see the video at https://media.upv.
es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [83].
Figure 13a shows how the user is commanding the WR and, when the WR end-effector
approaches the 3D boundary, the boundary region closest to the WR end-effector is shown
in blue and the warning sound is activated; see Figure 13b–d. Note that, when the user
reference exceeds the 3D boundary, the WR end-effector is automatically kept within
the allowed region. More details about this aspect can be further analyzed in Figure 14,

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
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which shows the allowed 3D region, the trajectory followed by the user reference, and the
trajectory followed by the WR end-effector.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. Third experiment: frames of the video showing the performance of the 3D boundary and
the WR reference hologram. See the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-
be22-d786eca82090 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [83]. (a) Video: 0 m 22 s. (b) Video: 0 m 24 s. (c) Video:
1 m 04 s. (d) Video: 1 m 46 s.

Figure 14. The 3D trajectory performance for the third experiment, showing the 3D boundary and the
WR reference hologram (see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be2
2-d786eca82090 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [83]): 3D allowed region in green; trajectory followed by
the user reference in thin red line; and trajectory followed by the WR end-effector in thick blue line.

Figures 15 and 16 show the position and orientation, respectively, followed by the
workpiece, which are due to the WR teleoperation, together with the reference values
provided by the user. In particular, it can be appreciated that the trajectory described by
the workpiece corresponds closely to the user reference values, except obviously when the
3D boundary constraint is active; see the bottom graph in Figure 15. In fact, the maximum

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=17d88200-8f0b-11ec-be22-d786eca82090
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deviation of the actual workpiece position values compared to the user reference values,
when the 3D boundary constraint was not active, was around 1.2 cm, with a standard
deviation of around 0.4 cm; see Table 3. Moreover, the maximum deviation of the actual
workpiece orientation values compared to the user reference values was around 1.7◦, with a
standard deviation of around 0.3◦; see Table 3. Note that these teleoperation error values
include all the potential sources of error: communication delays, high-level and low-level
robot control, teleoperation system, etc. Therefore, it can be concluded that the accuracy of
the proposed AR-based teleoperation of the WR is sufficient for the task at hand.
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Figure 15. Performance of the WR position teleoperation for the third experiment. First three graphs:
user position references in thin red line, actual position values of the workpiece in thick blue line,
and position limits given by the 3D boundary constraint in dashed lines. Bottom graph: activation of
the 3D boundary constraint for the workpiece position.

Table 3. Teleoperation errors for the pose pw (i.e., position and orientation) of the WR.

Position (cm) Orientation (deg)
x y z α β γ

Maximum deviation 1.2 0.9 0.1 1.7 1.5 1.7

Standard deviation 0.4 0.3 0.03 0.3 0.2 0.2

Figure 17 depicts several frames of the fourth experiment, which shows the performance
of the overall system when the user commands simultaneously both robots using the
proposed AR-based interface; see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
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-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [84]. Figure 17a–d show how the
user modifies the orientation of the WR while, at the same time, commanding the STR tool
towards one side of the workpiece. Note that, in this situation, when the WR end-effector
is close to one side of the 3D boundary, it is partially shown by the corresponding blue
hologram. Furthermore, Figure 17e shows how the user simultaneously commands both
robots to reach both 2D and 3D boundaries, which are partially shown by the red and blue
holograms, respectively. It is worth noting that, in addition to the mentioned holograms,
the user hears different warning sounds. Figure 17f,g show how the user modifies again
the orientation of the WR while, at the same time, commanding the STR tool towards the
other side of the workpiece. Finally, Figure 17h shows how the STR tool reaches the 2D
boundary while the user is also commanding the WR end-effector.
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Figure 16. Performance of the WR angle teleoperation for the third experiment: user angular
references in thin red line and actual angular values of the workpiece in thick blue line.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17. Cont.

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 17. Fourth experiment: frames of the video showing the simultaneous teleoperation of both
robots with the proposed AR-based interface. See the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29
330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [84]. (a) Video: 1 m 19 s. (b) Video:
1 m 44 s. (c) Video: 1 m 54 s. (d) Video: 1 m 55 s. (e) Video: 2 m 13 s. (f) Video: 2 m 42 s. (g) Video:
2 m 52 s. (h) Video: 3 m 5 s.

For the fourth experiment, Figure 18 shows the complete 2D trajectories followed by
the user STR reference and the STR tool, whilst Figure 19 shows the complete 3D trajectories
followed by the user WR reference and the WR end-effector. In both cases, as in the second
and third experiments, the STR tool and the WR end-effector are automatically kept within
the allowed regions despite the fact that, at some point, the user references exceed the 2D
and 3D boundaries, respectively.

Figure 18. The 2D trajectory performance for the fourth experiment, showing the simultaneous
teleoperation of both robots (see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-
97cd-ab744f931636 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [84]): 2D allowed workpiece region in green; trajectory
followed by the user reference in thin red line; and trajectory followed by the STR tool in thick
blue line.

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
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Figure 19. The 3D trajectory performance for the fourth experiment, showing the simultaneous
teleoperation of both robots (see the video at https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-
97cd-ab744f931636 (accessed on 26 April 2022) [84]): 3D allowed region in green; trajectory followed
by the user reference in thin red line; and trajectory followed by the WR end-effector in thick blue line.

The teleoperation errors for the fourth experiment, in which the user commands
simultaneously both robots using the proposed AR-based interface, are similar to those
shown above for the second experiment (STR teleoperation) and third experiment (WR
teleoperation): approximately 0.8 cm standard deviation for the position of the STR tool—
see Table 2—and approximately 0.4 cm and 0.3◦ standard deviation for the WR position
and orientation, respectively—see Table 3. As mentioned above, these teleoperation error
values include all the potential sources of error: communication delays, high-level and
low-level control of both robots, teleoperation system, etc. Therefore, it is concluded that
the accuracy achieved by the proposed AR-based approach for teleoperating the bimanual
robot system is satisfactory.

5. Conclusions

A solution to improve the assisted bimanual robot teleoperation has been developed
in this work using augmented reality (AR) technology and tools. In particular, a new AR
interface using the Microsoft HoloLens glasses has been proposed to mitigate the problems
in terms of user ergonomics and task performance (i.e., completion time and finishing
quality) raised from the use of conventional PC-based user interfaces. In addition, this
work has proposed and followed a new methodology to design and develop AR interfaces
for bimanual robotic systems.

The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed AR interface were shown by means
of real experimentation with an advanced bimanual robot application consisting of two
robotic arms: a 7R cobot and a 6R industrial manipulator.

It is worth noting that several users, who tested both the conventional PC-based
interface and the proposed AR interface, found the latter more intuitive and were able
to conduct the robot teleoperation task faster. Note that when the users teleoperated the
bimanual robot system using the conventional PC-based interface, most of them complained
about the difficulty of checking whether the robots were performing the task correctly or not.
In addition, the users indicated that with the conventional PC-based interface, it was not
easy for them to command both robots simultaneously because they could not pay attention

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
https://media.upv.es/player/?id=29330720-8a8b-11ec-97cd-ab744f931636
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to so many reference signals shown. These facts negatively affected the performance of the
users in terms of the time required to complete the task. Thus, the mentioned issues were
mitigated with the proposed AR interface, significantly improving the user performance in
the teleoperation task.

Another relevant remark is that the users also indicated that the warning sounds
helped them in the early stages of the teleoperation task but, as the time of use of the inter-
face increased, these sounds were annoying and they preferred only the visual warnings.
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